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CHAIR'S STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021
I wrote my statement last year just as we had entered the start of the Covid-19 pandemic with little idea of just how earth
shatteringly impactful the pandemic would be for the Museum, for its staff and volunteers and for society as a whole.
Only now, as we leave 2020-21, can we start to see the green shoots of recovery. However, much remains unknown and
untested, and we know that expectations of what the cultural sector is and should offer have changed beyond recognition.
I stated last year that Museums remain an important and vital part of our heritage and that feels increasingly significant.
Museums can offer a safe place for people to meet, a place for families to learn together and to reflect on shared
experiences. The Mining story offers us a poignant reminder of the importance of community and strength, one which
will take on increased importance as we rebuild.
The Museum closed its doors on the 17th March 2020, 80% of our staff and all our volunteers were sent home as the
country faced its first national lockdown. The Museum did not welcome another visitor on site until 5th August 2020.
We welcomed 5,118 visitors during August, September and October providing them with a Covid-secure self-led surface
tour. Unfortunately, by November we were once more closed to the public, and we did not open our doors again until
May 2021.
As I look back over the year, I am immensely proud of what we have managed to achieve despite the challenges that Covid19 has brought. We have as a Museum, with the continued support of our DCMS funding and the additional support
from the Government supported Coronavirus Job Retention scheme, been able to continue to support our staff many of
whom have remained on furlough for most of the year managed our resources prudently and have completed some key
projects ensuring we are in a good position to move forward positively in 2021-2022.
Our team have found new ways of engaging with the public to ensure that we keep the stories of coal mining alive. We
are particularly proud of our new Virtual Schools offer with schools from all over the country engaging with us through
Zoom; learning about the life of a Miner and being able to ask questions directly to one of our ex-Miners. The period we
were open between August and October challenged us to think differently without our underground experience as our
main attraction. Regular visitors who returned found areas of the Museum they had not visited before and enjoyed the
opportunity to speak with our Guides above ground. We have learnt valuable lessons about how we can better integrate
the surface and underground offerings from this opportunity.
We have also managed to carry out key projects that will continue to develop the Museum and improve the offer in the
years to come. We completed the second year of conservation works enabled by the DCMS Capital Infrastructure Fund
ensuring priority works from the Museums Quinquennial report have been ticked off. In addition, with support from
the LEADER scheme we have built a new Pony Discovery Centre which will enable us to expand the way we tell the stories
of the Pit Ponies and will ensure that Finn, Eric, Bud and Ernie can be shown to their full potential!
There have been significant challenges and difficult decisions to face into. The audiences that did come back in the
Summer of 2020 were much reduced and we believe it will take time for visitor numbers to return to their 2019 levels.
The anticipated reduction in demand has led to the decision to reduce Museum opening days down to 5 per week and that
has led, sadly, to a reduction in hours for our visitor facing staff. These decisions are never easy, but it is important to
constantly assess the environment and ensure we are doing the best we can for the long-term future of this Museum,
ensuring we will continue to be here to raise a lamp to the stories that are so important and so engrained in the culture of
this country.
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CHAIR'S STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021
It has been one of the most difficult years I have had here as Chair of this amazing Museum and I move into 2021 with the
hope that we can gradually return to providing our visitors with a fantastic experience igniting imaginations and sparking
interest. Personally, I would like to thank the Trustees for the support of the Museum and me during this particularly
challenging year. On behalf of all the Trustees I would like to thank the dedicated and resilient leadership team who have
carried this Museum through this turbulent period and to acknowledge all the staff who have all had very different
experiences of the past year whether on furlough, working from home or carrying out the essential on-site jobs that have
kept this Museum going. We move into 2021-2022 in a stable position. We appreciate there will be challenges ahead
and it will take time to rebuild a Museum and a community but as ever we remain enthusiastic, committed and as
passionate as ever to spark the history of mining to life and to ensure our visitors (physical or digital) leave with a desire
to go deeper and a desire to return.

Name

Cllr Denise Jeffery
Chair

Date

10 September 2021
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TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

The Trustees present their report and the audited Financial Statements of the Museum for the year ended 31 March 2021.
The Trustees have adopted the provisions of the Statement of Recommended Practice (SORP) "Accounting and Reporting
by Charities" (FRS 102) in preparing the annual report and financial statements of the Museum.
The Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting policies set out in notes to the accounts
es Act 2011 and Accounting and Reporting by Charities:
Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their accounts in accordance with the Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland published in October 2019.
Trustees of the charity
The directors of the charitable company are its trustees for the purposes of charity law.
during the year and since the year end were as follows:

The Trustees who have served

Cllr D Jeffery, Chair
Dame Julie A Kenny DBE DL, Vice Chair
The Rt Hon the Baroness W A Taylor
Mr P M Carragher
Mr N Pearce (Resigned 4 May 2021)
Mr T Shaw
Mr J P Whyatt (Resigned 20 November 2020)
Ms N Gregory (Resigned 20 November 2020)
Ms T Garrett
Mr D Wilkin
Mr S Hoult (Appointed 20 November 2020, resigned 4 August 2021)
About the National Coal Mining Museum for England (NCMME)
The Museum is a charity limited by guarantee. The Museum (as Yorkshire Mining Museum) opened to the public 33 years
ago on 6 June 1988. It occupies two colliery sites, Caphouse and Hope Pit, which are, together, the only surviving intact
example of a rural nineteenth-century colliery in the UK and the only remaining deep coal mine in England.
Because of its unique status and survival, the Museum gained national status in the 1990s to become the National Coal
Mining Museum for England. The Museum is also an active mine governed by the Mine Regulations of 2014 and
maintains the ambience and appearance of the mine at the point of its closure. This keeps the Museum historically
authentic and makes for a compelling visitor experience, but it also means that the mine has some of the strictest health
and safety requirements of any public attraction.
In the past, the mine worked at least six seams in its life, including the New Hard seam at 140m deep that now houses the
underground tour experience enjoyed by visitors. Whilst the first shallow workings date from the 1790s, the deep mine
is Victorian and extensive work has taken place to preserve the historic roadways and the nineteenth-century furnace
shaft, and to provide underground displays and interactive exhibits, ensuring that the experience remains immersive and
relevant. On the surface the mine buildings on the site are collectively known as the heapstead, and it is this group of
there are also outdoor public spaces including playpark, stables for four pit ponies, a mine railway, a nature trail and
memorial garden. Additionally, the site has an extensive minewater treatment system including pumps, lagoons and
reed beds. Indoors there are education spaces for formal and informal learning, a shop and a conference centre,
extensive formal displays providing histories of past and contemporary methods of mining and displays of mining
machinery and social history artefacts. There are also three Museum stores and a library.
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

Objectives and Activities
a. Policies and objectives
The main objective of the Museum is to advance the education of the public in the history of mining in England by the
provision and maintenance of a museum both underground and on the surface at the former Caphouse Colliery, for the
demonstration of past and contemporary mining methods and the exhibition of machinery and other items connected
with mining and industrial archaeology.
The following strategic aims are the basis of the strategic framework that enables the Museum to deliver to its core
purpose.
1.
2.
3.
4.

To preserve, safeguard, develop and research our historic site and collection of national importance to the highest
museum standards
To deliver engaging and exciting learning experiences across diverse audiences, through our tours, exhibitions,
workshops, activities, events and use of spaces
To extend our reach, remove barriers to access and maximise the impact of our resources and expertise, locally,
nationally and internationally
To be a safe, efficient, accountable, inventive and resilient organisation, where staff and volunteers feel valued
and empowered.

b. Strategies for achieving objectives
current strategic framework was developed
by preserving and sharing its rich heritage, and encouraging learning for everyone with the unique Museum site and
collections. The vision is to be the leading Museum on coal mining in England, attracting people from all backgrounds
and places for inspirational learning and heritage of coal mining. Under each of the aims there are a series of strategic
objectives which are as follows:1.

To preserve, safeguard, develop and research our historic site and collection of national importance to the highest
museum standards
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

To preserve and develop the underground and historic site
To conserve the collections and improve their storage facilities
To collect and document material relating to coal mining in England
To provide a centre for research into coal mining in England

To deliver engaging and exciting learning experiences across diverse audiences, through our tours, exhibitions,
workshops, activities, events and use of spaces
a.
b.
c.

To interpret the site, and collections in the main galleries and underground to demonstrate the heritage
of coal mining
To provide exhibitions that illuminate and enliven the story of coal mining in England
To provide an education service to schools that is responsive to changing and diverse needs
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

d.

3.

To extend our reach, remove barriers to access and maximise the impact of our resources and expertise, locally,
nationally and internationally
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

4.

To provide engaging formal and informal learning opportunities for diverse and defined audiences, and
particularly for children, that enrich lives and help to alleviate the effects of poverty and other
disadvantages within society

To extend the reach of our collections in line with our national remit through loans and external
exhibitions
To provide tailored outreach activities and visits and talks off-site
To develop a network of volunteers to conduct activities that the Museum would otherwise not provide
To share good practice with other museums and organisations, provide support and advice where it is
requested and be an advocate for the Museum and its network
To remove barriers to access wherever possible to ensure that the widest possible range of the public
can visit or access services
To use technology to broaden access to the collections
To use communications and marketing strategies to increase the profile of the Museum, locally and
nationally.

To be a safe, efficient, accountable, inventive and resilient organisation, where staff and volunteers feel valued
and empowered.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

To ensure that safety is paramount and that health and safety is the primary consideration of all Museum
activities
To raise sufficient funds to ensure the continued development of the Museum
To value the Museum staff and harness their expertise at every level of the organisation to provide a
world class visitor attraction
To ensure that the governance and organisational health of the Museum is handled according to the
appropriate frameworks
To ensure the Museum systems function efficiently

The performance indicators that have normally sat alongside the strategic review have been largely redundant during
2020-21 as their primary focus is visits to site. The Museum developed a set of interim indicators during the pandemic
that focussed on the essentials of maintaining a closed museum including buildings and collection checks, maintenance of
the underground and ensuring communication with staff and volunteers. Measuring the impact of our digital programme
has remained key during this period and has been, in the main, the Museums most significant connection with its visitors.
The strategic review and master planning process which was programmed for 2020-21 was postponed due to the pandemic
however there is now a clear programme in place for progression during 2021-2022 as illustrated overleaf.
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

development of the Museum.
ck at
the life beneath, we unearth the history and the pride. We spark coal to life. We raise a lamp to the stories, the culture,
the values. We illuminate the past and we light the future of our connection with coal, mining and its rich heritage. We
are the guardians of the deep, the custodians of the coal, we are the keepers of the stories and the treasurers of the
memories. We will pass them on.
This statement will support the team in developing the focus of activities, programming and interpretation providing a
coherent story and narrative around what the Museum is here for.
c. Activities for Achieving Objectives
To preserve, safeguard, develop and research our historic site and collection of national importance to the highest
Museum standards
In early 2019 the Museum was successful in being awarded a £680k allocation from the DCMS sponsored Museum
Infrastructure Fund to enable it to carry out essential work on its headstock and heapstead. This has included picking up
key works as identified in the Museums 2017 quinquennial report. The work on the Museums iconic headstock was
completed in Summer 2020 and the phase 2 works based around the Hope headstock and heapstead were largely
completed by the end of March 2021.
t protects the heritage
of national museums and we fulfil our obligations through the accreditation process, through an active accession and
disposal regime and through facilities to research and discover the collection on site and on-line.
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

To deliver engaging, exciting learning experiences across diverse audiences, through our tours, exhibitions, workshops,
activities, and events and use of spaces
The ability to deliver against this objective has been challenging when the Museum has remained closed to visitors for
much of the year. Focus shifted from on-site engagement to a digital virtual museum. This included adapting the
website to engage peopl
into different aspects of the Museum from explaining maintenance to living history performances.
The Museum developed, tested, and rolled out a virtual schools learning programme which was a significant achievement.
334 children. In addition our usual on-site workshops for families have been adapted to respond to, initially, a socially
distanced Covid-Secure environment and then into a completely virtual offer.
The Museum opened briefly between August and October 2020 and welcomed 5,118 visitors through its doors. Again
engagement needed to be compliant with social distancing requirements with the learning team developing activity packs
for the school holidays and new self-led trail booklets. The surface-only offer provided a unique opportunity to receive
feedback on elements of our Museum that are traditionally less popular with our visitors. It has been heartening to see
how positively it was received. This will further support the work we are carrying out as part of the National Lottery
Heritage Fund (NHLF) funded Coalfield Conversations project.
To extend our reach, remove barriers to access and maximise the impact of our resources and expertise, locally,
nationally and internationally.
The Museums cohort of volunteers left the site at the end of March 2020 and are not due to return until June 2021. Again
the challenge for the Museum has been to continue to develop relationships and engage volunteers when the normal
channels of communication have been closed. Initially work has been undertaken to support the retention of the existing
volunteer cohort through newsletters and a series of remote projects however once again Covid has provided
opportunities to look at remote volunteering as a longer-term option and a way to engage communities who are further
afield.
The pandemic and resultant lock downs created barriers to access requiring the Museum to develop new ways to work,
extend our reach and to experiment with new ways of providing more digital outreach. The Museum has developed new
content increasing its use of video content on social media and using new communication tools such as Zoom to engage
with audiences remotely.
To be a safe, efficient, accountable, inventive, and resilient organisation, where staff feel valued and empowered.
The impact the pandemic has had on visitor numbers has required the Museum to review its short term strategy and in
particular work was carried out in October 2020 to review our capacity on site and the potential future demand from
visitors. This led to the difficult decision to reduce our opening hours from seven days a week to five days a week. As
a result there has been the need to restructure roles and hours of work to accommodate the changes. This process took
up a significant period of 2020-21. Working with staff and the union the Museum managed to minimise the number of
compulsory redundancies required however a number of staff accepted voluntary redundancy.
The pandemic required the Museum to review its operating procedures and introduce Covid-secure procedures as part of
its Covid Secure risk assessment. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) visited the Museum in October 2020 to review
the procedures in place and responded positively to the work that had been put in.
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

Financial planning for the 2020/21 financial year needed to take account of the huge uncertainties presented by the Covid
19 pandemic. We were in national lockdown as we began the financial year and at that time had no indication of how long
that lockdown might be effective. The locked down weeks in the preceding financial year had led to some deferred
expenditure and the loss of a number of weeks of visitor generated income. The Board considered the implications for the
2020/21 financial year and determined that the most appropriate action at that time was to develop an operational budget
on the potentially worst-case scenario of the Museum remaining closed to visitors for the whole of the financial year, and
that the budget would be reviewed in year should circumstances change.
It was clear that resources should be prioritised to meet the cost of safety critical maintenance, the costs of bringing the
IT infrastructure up to date and any pressures identified to allow the Museum to open safely when restrictions allowed.
The approved budget demonstrated that the Museum could meet its unavoidable expenditure costs while remaining
closed to visitors.
The 2019/20 Trustees Report and Accounts received an unqualified Audit opinion when the Accounts were approved by
the Board in September 2020.
Although only for a period of 13 weeks, the Museum did enjoy a period of being open to visitors and during this time was
delighted with the support we received from visitors both in terms of revenue generated by the surface only offer and also
the uptake of the opportunity to make a donation online.
In order to be able to support our staff during these challenging times, the Museum accessed the National Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme which provided significant financial support throughout the financial year and undoubtedly prevented
individual significant hardship. Overall we retained a number of safety critical staff working on site, other staff worked
from home as roles permitted with the balance of the team being allocated furlough leave. This situation was kept under
constant review as circumstances changed.
The Museum opened its doors to the public when relaxing of restrictions allowed, however then sadly had to close them
once again when lockdown was reintroduced. As a Museum we were in the last phase of relaxation.
The changing circumstances led to a review of the 2020/21 annual budget as we entered the Autumn and a revised budget
was approved by the Board of Trustees when meeting in November. This budget detailed both recurrent and non-recurrent
income and expenditure and took account of the non-recurrent financial implications of the staff restructure which was
proposed in response to the longer term implications of the pandemic. The revised approved budget continued to
demonstrate that the Museum could meet its costs with the resources available.
The Museum is the sole shareholder of National Coal Mining Museum Trading (NCMMT) Limited whose principal activities
are the retailing of gifts, souvenirs and educational items associated with the mining industry and the provision of catering
and conferencing facilities. In previous years, NCMMT Limited annually donated all generated profit to the Charity,
however, given the uncertainty of the 2020/21 financial year a decision was made for NCMMT Limited to retain the surplus
generated in the 2019/20 financial year in order to provide working capital during this challenging period. It is pleasing
to report that this action, together with the income generated during the short period of opening, an increased presence
with the online shop offer and support from the Museum in terms of inter-company recharges together with support from
the National Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme has resulted in the NCMMT Limited remaining solvent during the 2020/21
financial year.
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Information on fundraising practices
During 2020/21 opportunities for fundraising have been restricted, however, all opportunities for support from Grant
giving bodies have been pursued. All fundraising activity carried out on behalf of the Museum during 2020/21 was
undertaken by Museum staff or registered Museum volunteers. The Museum is registered with the Fundraising Regulator
and upholds the commitments of its Fundraising Promise, including but not limited to, compliance with the Fundraising
Code of Practice. We monitor and record any complaints relating to fundraising activities and are pleased to report that
for the financial year ending 31 March 2021, no complaints were received. A copy of the Fundraising Promise and the
As part of our
commitment to treat all of our donors fairly, we ensure that no-one is unduly pressured to make a donation. If any of our
current donors wish to stop giving, we will respect their decision. The needs of people in vulnerable circumstances are
also recognised and acknowledged.

The trustees have had regard to the Charity Commissions guidance on public benefit and confirm that this guidance forms
the basis of planning decisions at both strategic and operational levels. The primary public benefit of the museum is the
education of the public in the history of mining.
Our ability to achieve the full range of public benefit activities for 2020-2021 have been severely reduced through the
impact of Covid-19 however the Museum has achieved the following:
hops to 334 children
Volunteers donating 772 hours working on a remote basis
5,118
-site visitors during August and October
85,237 website users engaging with online content.
Website Dwell Time 1:57
Average Facebook Daily Page Engaged Users 237
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

Strategic report
Achievements and performance
a. Key financial performance indicators
The Museum is accountable for its performance to the Science Museum Group and historically its success has been
measured by performance against a number of performance indicators related to finance, to numbers of visits and to items
loaned to other venues. The implications of the pandemic have rendered many of these indicators not relevant to the
operation of the business in this financial year. Under the oversight of the Finance and Audit Committee the Board of
Trustees instigated a suite of Internal Performance Indicators related to our strategic aims and objectives and reflective of
the changing scope of operations. Performance against these indicators have been reported routinely to the Board
throughout the financial year and with only one minor exception have been achieved or exceeded by the close of the year.
b. Review of activities 2020/21
To preserve, safeguard, develop and research our historic site and collection of national importance to the highest
museum standards
The preservation and
consuming activity that the Museum carries out. The mine operations are subject to strict oversight and controls by the
HSE. The 2014 Mine Regulations provide a set of strict checks and balances for mine owners, of which we are one. The
HSE carried out one on site visit during 2020-21 which included a review of the Museums Covid-Secure arrangements and
review of the underground during its period of closure. No material breaches were recorded. During the course of the
year over £32,000 has been spent on maintenance with the majority focussed on keeping the Mine winder compliant,
including the 10 yearly statutory examination and Non-Destructive Training test.
Contractors were appointed and work started on the second year of funding from the DCMS sponsored Museum
Infrastructure Fund. The work continued to be focused on priority works coming out of the Museums Quinquennial
report focussing on the heapstead and the shaft at Hope Pit. In addition works were carried out including repointing and
painting the Inman shaft and core compliance works required for key buildings within the heapstead.
A full collections review was instigated at the Museum as part of its
accreditation. The initial pilot was focussed on the compound area
where the majority of the Museums industrial collections are housed.
The review has identified a clearly prioritised list of conservation works
enabling the Museum to focus on putting right the most important
elements of the collections with the greatest conservation need.
These items will then become a core focus of future grant funding
applications. As part of the focus on the large items of the industrial
collection conservation work on the Smith Rodley Steam Crane was
carried out in 2020. In addition the Museum was successful in being
awarded just over £9,200 for the conservation of the Thomas Rodley
and Sons face shovel from the Association of Industrial Archaeology.
Smith Rodley Steam Crane
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The collections volunteers have continued to support the Museum whilst working from home. The Hidden Voices
volunteer team working 224 hours and transcribing 32 hours of audio since the beginning of lockdown and the cataloguing
volunteer working 75 hours and cataloguing 4,528 negatives from the Martyn Pitt Collection which have been added to
the Modes collections data base. However, there has undoubtedly been a hiatus in the Museums normal everyday work
on conservation and documentation. Our Industrial volunteers who carry out work on items of the collection have been
unable to attend site. Likewise the normal level of activity on cataloguing and managing our documentation has been
paused with staff unable to come on site.
To deliver engaging, exciting learning experiences across diverse audiences, through our tours, exhibitions, workshops,
activities, and events and use of spaces
The Museum was awarded around £82,000
programme in 2019Humphry Davy and the Mine Safety lamp. Progress on installation of the exhibition was halted at the end of March 2020
however was picked up again in May 2020 ready for launching when the Museum opened in August 2020.
In addition two temporary exhibitions were
launched for the summer opening.
The first
seven artists who were all miners or who had
worked in the coal industry and drew on their
working experiences. The exhibition showcases
the variety of work produced by these men, who all
turned to art for different reasons, to draw both on
the positive and negative aspects of life down the
Pit.

permission from Margaret Lamb.
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

The second temporary exhibition,
,
was a result of a wide-ranging oral history project carried out in
partnership between the Museum, University College London and
the University of Reading, funded by the Arts and Humanities
Research Council. The project aimed to redress the balance of
the history of the 1984-1985 miner strike, shedding light on the
women whose lives were changed forever and who helped shape
the course of events.
The Museum was able to open to visitors on the 5th August and
remained open for 13 weeks. In line with government guidance
the Museum developed an offer based on a self-led trail around
the Caphouse surface. Visitor numbers were limited based on
social distancing requirements however the opportunity was
taken to seek views from our visitors on an offer that would
normally be seen as secondary to the underground. Our Mine
Guides were posted at key positions around the site and were
able to engage with all visitors that came. Feedback during the
period was overwhelmingly positive with 100% of visitors feeling
safe on site.
Women in the

Strike Exhibition

In 2010 the Museum received LEADER grant funding of just under £73,000 towards the development of a Pony Discovery
Centre at the Hope End of the site. Construction work commenced in the second quarter of 2020 with all external works
completed by March 2021. The Centre will create a substantial additional component to the Museum experience
providing an opportunity to engage our visitors more fully in the story of the pit ponies and to provide demonstrations and
a programme of activities which will bring those stories to life. In addition the Centre will provide additional classroom
facilities expanding what we currently provide to schools and increasing our capacity.
Museum to continue to engage schools in the history of mining. The first, Meet a Miner, is a one-hour introduction to
coal mining history which is focussed on the local history aspects of the Museum. The second, Victorian Miner, is closely
linked to the history curriculums study of a period after 1066 and the workshop includes pre-recorded videos of living
history interpreters explaining different aspects of working life in mines during the 1800s. Feedback for the workshops
has been incredibly positive with 100% stating that they would recommend the workshop.
Some schools chose to
complement their virtual workshop with one of the Museums loan boxes. The scheme was completely refreshed during
the year to ensure it complied with government guidance. Demand for this resource increased over the lock down period
with the reach extending as far afield as Telford and Crewe.
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TRUSTEES' REPORT (continued)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

British Thomson-Houston Turbo Alternator

Research was undertaken to produce interpretation and images for the machinery and large objects on open display
audience including items such as the Trepanner, Edeco Pump and the Turbo Alternator (see picture above).
To extend our reach, remove barriers to access and maximise the impact of our resources and expertise, locally,
nationally and internationally.
The Museum has two ongoing funded projects whose core purpose is around extending reach; these are the NLHF funded
Coalfield Conversations project and Ignite Yorkshire, the four-year youth engagement project funded by We Are IVE, an
Arts Council bridge organisation. Both these projects have been severely affected by the pandemic. Conversations
have been ongoing with the grant funding bodies to ensure all parties are clear on next stages and whether any changes
have needed to be made.
The Ignite project has been a challenging project to deliver due to a reliance of the project on physical engagement with
young people on site at the Museum. Work has been carried out on adapting this project to deliver in the current
restrictive situation we are working in. The activity plan was rewritten and has switched emphasis from onsite activities
to developing and establishing a youth panel with the aim of consulting with the Museum on ways to reach young people
and be inclusive. The focus is on creating a sustainable legacy from the project which benefits the Museum with advice
and consultation.
The Coalfield Conversations project builds on research the Museum carried out in 2017; its overarching aim is to better
the whole surface offer, complementing the underground experience and encouraging more
emotional engagement with our full story. A core component of the project has been developing this aspect through our
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volunteer programme. This project has had to be reviewed and adapted as our volunteers have not been able to attend
site since March 2020. Initially the volunteers played a vital role in developing material and content for the Museums
virtual offer via the website and social media.
Additional projects have included research for social media stories using
our on-line collection materials, community mapping and research for the 2021-22 temporary exhibitions.
One such project has been the Voices in the Coalshed; initially designed as an onsite gallery activity to stimulate creative
writing inspired by mining, during the pandemic it moved on-line during the lockdown period. A team of volunteers are
researching and preparing pieces that are posted weekly. It has also stimulated wider community engagement with
community-based writing groups producing creative pieces prompted by images or objects from the collection.
A volunteer survey was carried out in January 2021 to understand the needs of our volunteers going forward and to further
understand their requirements as the Museum moves towards opening.
to check for upcoming events or planning a day out. Over the last year the Museum has needed to adapt its social media
and web presence to engage with visitors in new ways to ensure that individual relationships with the Museum continue
to develop and that there continues to be a desire to return to the site when it opens.
The Museum historically has a strong and loyal following which is directly related to our high engagement rates (likes,
shares and comments) experienced on our Facebook channel, which are consistently in the top quarter of local large
attractions. To maintain this engagement and maximise the reach of each post the Museum posted regular content that
gave the public an insight into different aspects of the museum from explaining maintenance to living history
performances. The Museum has a broad and interesting content which could be packaged for social media and shared to
entertain and educate. Posts were analysed on a fortnightly basis to ensure they remained topical and to maximise
content that was popular, by looking for similar objects or stories to the best performing posts. As the level of content
increased it was classified on to the website into See, Learn and Do which made it easier for visitors to find appropriate
content for their needs.
Facebook lifetime visitors increased by 5.6% to 19,048 likes with a maintained average daily reach of 7,334 people. Twitter
increased by 11% to 5,033 followers while Instagram increased by 22% to 1,677 followers. 85,237 people visited the
museums website, which was a 44% decrease year on year, but 86% of those visitors were new visitors to the site.
In the last three quarters the museum reached 665 million people in the written press with a value of £11.2 million [1] which
is 30% higher than the year before on a like for like basis. The museum was also named as a Favourite UK Museum and
Gallery in the Guardian.
This Week On The Farm, on
The Museum Director was interviewed by Radio 4 on the coal industry. Locally the museum appeared on Calendar, to
commemorate the 5-year anniversary of the Kellingley closure and on Radio Leeds discussing Pit Ponies.
A number of items from the photographic, library and ephemera collection were loaned to the Manchester School of
Architecture to support student research while the Museum Library has been closed. The items were cared for and access
was provided by Manchester Metropolitan University Special Collections Library. This loan has supported an Arts and
Humanities Research Council (AHRC) funded project to investigate the value of infrastructure in post-war Britain. This
includes motorways, power stations, reservoirs, and collieries.
[1]

Generated through use of Agility PR Solutions analysis software
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To be a safe, efficient, accountable, inventive and resilient organisation, where staff and volunteers feel valued and
empowered.
It has been imperative during the year to find ways to keep staff engaged and motivated. At times during the lockdown
around 80% of the Museums staff were on furlough leave and most of the remainder were working from home. Initial
staff communications had to be posted out however over the period this has moved to email with regular newsletters
going out to keep staff updated. The Museum has been incredibly grateful for the support that the Government
roles. A review of likely demand and potential capacity constraints lead to a decision to reduce the Museums visitor
facing opening from seven day to five days per week has led to the need to reduce staffing numbers. Consultation started
in December 2020 and concluded in May 2021. Working with staff and the recognised union the Museum was able to
minimise the number of compulsory redundancies.
The Museum was able to open for 13 weeks commencing 5th August 2020. A large amount of work was required to
ensure the site was Covid Secure including a large increase in the level of signage on site to inform and keep visitors safe,
the introduction of sanitising stations across site and the increased requirement for personal protective equipment
including masks and gloves. A visit from the HSE in October reviewed the Museums Covid Secure procedures and
reported back favourably.
Despite the pandemic and with the benefit of Government support and efficient prioritisation of operational costs, the
Museum was in a stable financial position as we ended 2020/21 and entered the 2021/22 financial year.
An assessment has been made of the forecast visitor numbers and anticipated related revenue streams as the country
moves forward and the Museum has a target trajectory to be back to pre Covid levels of activity in the 2023/24 financial
year. In the interim, a limited but growing offer will be in place and will be kept under active review. Opportunities to build
back better are being taken and implemented throughout our operations.
The Board has approved a balanced budget for the 2021/22 financial year based on our assumptions of post Covid capacity
and demand and have considered the implications for the 2022/23 and 2023/24 financial years when capacity and demand
are both expected to increase.
The Museum is working to develop a Masterplan and associated Business Plan together with a detailed long term financial
strategy and will build on the successes of previous years with opportunities to diversify income streams and attract
sponsorship and grant funding.
On average during 2020/21 the Museum employed 96 staff on either a full time or a part time basis and the number of
regular volunteers prior to the pandemic was 69. We have been in active contact with our volunteer cohort throughout
the period and will re-engage with all willing volunteers when we reopen.
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Financial review
Income for the year was £4,134,232 (2020 £4,424,038) Expenditure for the year was £3,926,581 (2020: £4,176,492),
resulting in an operating surplus of £207,651 (2020 £247,546). A net gain on investments of £306,714 (2020: £90,504 loss),
a tax credit of £8,808 (2020: £13,259 expense) and an actuarial loss on the defined benefit pension scheme of £235,000
(2020: £104,000) resulted in a surplus of £288,173 (2020: £39,783).
a. Going concern
The Trustees have considered the impact of COVIDthe wider economy. Whilst it is not considered practical to accurately assess the duration and extent of the impact, the
Trustees are confident that they have in place plans to deal with any short and medium term financial losses and cash
deficits that may arise.
The Board have prepared forecasts of income and expenditure and cash flow for the period to March 2023 which shows
that they have sufficient reserves to be able to continue for the foreseeable future. Although there is no reason to assume
a reduction, forecasts have been developed assuming both a continuation of the current level of DCMS grant monies and
also a potential reduction. Having considered these alternative scenarios the Trustees continue to adopt the going concern
basis of preparation for these financial statements.
b. Financial risk management objectives and policies
The Charity is supported by a Grant in Aid equating to circa 90% of its operational expenditure. Through effective
management of expenditure and the maximisation of income generating opportunities the Museum has delivered
operational and statutory surpluses in the preceding two financial years. A consolidated breakeven budget for the 2021/22
financial year has been approved by the Board of Trustees. This budget includes a number of discretionary projects which
are programmed for later in the financial year and will only be activated if activity and financial performance allows.
Anticipated recovery from the pandemic has been mapped to expected visitor numbers and respective income
expectations for the forthcoming three years and the potential to manage costs within each forecast annual income target
has been reviewed and approved. The Board have considered these plans and are confident that they provide a robust
ny potential cash
flow risks can be mitigated by reference to
.
The financial forecast for the Trading subsidiary is more challenging and is dependent on the volume of visitors to site and
the related café and retail sales. The Museum is often
Museum and the Trading Company is to create attractive opportunities for visitors to visit, stay, return and contribute
financially when on site and online. Prior to the pandemic the Trading subsidiary was actively considering outsourcing the
café and conferencing offer, however changes in the economic environment have led to those negotiations being aborted.
Both the Museum and the Trading subsidiary view this as an opportunity to grow the business in house and as restrictions
are eased the scale and scope of the offer will be reviewed and expanded. While costs are being managed and
opportunities for income generation are being explored, the Charity as the parent company, recognises the benefit of the
trading subsidiary as a future income stream and has therefore committed to providing financial comfort for the trading
subsidiary for the forthcoming period, within the rules of Charity and Company Law.
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c. Reserves policy
As a matter of policy, the Museum maintains sufficient reserves to enable it to discharge its responsibilities as a charity
and to fulfil the responsibilities set out in its Memorandum and Articles of Association. The reserves consist of restricted
reserves and unrestricted reserves. Restricted reserves are those where the donor or grant-giving body has provided the
The
restricted reserves held and their specific purposes are shown in note 23. The Museum does not hold any endowment
purposes and
-in-aid funding,
within the underlying principle that funds allocated to the Museum should be used for the purpose specified and should
only be held when there is a plan for utilising those funds within a given timescale either for a specified or general purpose.
Within the unrestricted reserves are twelve designated reserves where the Trustees have set aside unrestricted funds to
be used for particular projects or commitments and these are shown in note 23.
The Museum's free reserves as at 31 March 2021 comprised the following

Unrestricted reserves excluding pension liability
less: Designated funds - other
less: Designated funds represented by tangible and
heritage assets
Free reserves

£
7,960,935
(651,561)
(5,074,291)
2,235,083

8,860) and a maximum of
expenditure (£3,926,581) in reserve. The total reserves as at 31 March 2021 lie within this range and
are considered sufficient to mitigate the potential financial implications should any of the key identified risks need to be
addressed. In particular, the free reserves are deemed adequate to meet an unforeseen reduction in the Grant in Aid and
provide sufficient working capital to continue operations. The free reserves are significantly invested within our
investment portfolio and are primarily invested with Fusion Wealth. The Trustees regularly review the Reserves Policy
and the Investment Policy and amend as appropriate to reflect likely funding requirements and known risks.
d. Pension liabilities
The deficit on the Local Government Pension Scheme has increased from £3.4M to £3.9M and is recognised on the Balance
Sheet. However, due to the long-term nature of the deficit, it is not expected to have any material impact on the
Museum. Details are given in Note 30 in the Financial Statements. The Trustees have considered and challenged the
assumptions underpinning the pension liability valuation and have concluded that the assumptions are conservative and
therefore the risk of overstating the net asset value on the Balance Sheet is minimal. In addition, there is a Guarantee
and Indemnity in place between the National Coal Mining Museum for England Trust Ltd and Wakefield Metropolitan
District Council in respect of the admission of employees to participate in the benefits of the West Yorkshire Pension Fund.
The Trustees have considered whether the Museum is in a position to pay the pension scheme charges on a year on year
basis and have concluded that the Museum can comfortably meet these charges and that they are included within the
approval balanced budget.
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e. Principal funding
In the financial year 2020/21 the Museum received £2,453,000 grant-in-aid from the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport (DCMS), channelled through the Science Museum Group (SMG). This core funding enables the Museum
to preserve the underground, collections and buildings and offer free entry to the permanent collection for the general
public regardless of income. The amount received in grant-inannual income, with the other main sources including grants for specific projects, donations, Coal Authority support,
trading activities and in the 2020/21 financial year, the National Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme. Traditionally, a
experience which unfortunately has been suspended due to Covid 19 and related restrictions. Plans are in place to
reintroduce the underground experience when it is deemed safe.
During the period of enforced closure we have maintained close contact with our supporters and funders as we work to
maximise the benefits of third party and core funding.
Summer is our key time for family attractions and the income they generate.
secure offer in line with guidance provided by Government.

We are looking to develop an enticing Covid

f. Investment performance
some years ago to invest the reserve funds with a low tolerance towards risk in order to protect the capital sum.

taken
Early in

decision to transfer all of the funds to Fusion Wealth in anticipation of improved performance and service and an overall
reduction in costs. All assets are trading on the recognised stock exchanges. Trustees regularly review and monitor
performance. Until the final quarter of the 2019/20 financial year, reported performance had been good and a gain on
the investment was expected, however the impact of Covid 19 on global markets resulted in a significant deterioration in
the value of the investment at the year end. It is pleasing to note that at the investment review as at 31 st March 2021 it
was reported that there had been a remarkable post Covid recovery resulting in a significant increase in the value of the
Fusion Wealth Portfolio with values well in excess of the pre Covid levels. Investment performance is regularly monitored
against the appropriate peer group/benchmark and although the six-month figure was slightly below, the investment
portfolio has generally performed above the benchmark. The advice of Robertson Baxter, our investment advisors, is
this time.
likely to hinder the achievement of the objects of the Museum.

d in activities that are
Investment performance is reported to and monitored

reviewed to ensure the investment portfolio remains appropriate.
Plans for future periods
The Museum continues to work towards a full strategy refresh and delivery of a 10-year masterplan by the end of 2022.
Work planned for the 2020-21 financial year was put on hold with resources focussed on managing the pandemic. A
review of future require
opening hours from 7 days a week to 5 days a week (Wednesday to Sunday), the working assumption being that it is likely
to take 2-3 years for visitor numbers to reach pre-pandemic levels. The resultant impact was a reduction in the number
of hours that were required from visitor facing roles however working in consultation with the union and staff the majority
of these changes were carried out without the need for compulsory redundancies.
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The focus for the Museum for the next year will be around re-building. Firstly there will be a need to rebuild a team on
site over the 2020-21 year a large proportion of our staff were on full furlough leave and the remainder have worked,
predominately from home. Re-learning how to work together as a physical team on site and rebuilding relationships and
connections with the Museum will take time and will need careful nurturing.
Similarly we will need to rebuild relationships with our visitors and re-engage them with the offer on site. The Museum
built a safe and secure offer which our visitors were completely satisfied with however the transition back to something
which involves larger numbers and will also start to include the underground tour will be challenging and will have to take
into account fears around physical contact building confidence that this is a safe and enjoyable activity.
As the Museum considers its financial model, the continued support through central funding will be critical in enabling the
Museum to fund its core offer. In addition, the Trustees are conscious of the need to financially plan for the future,
generating surpluses and attracting additional funding in order to facilitate investment and sustainability.
Structure, governance and management
a. Constitution
The National Coal Mining Museum for England Trust Limited is a company limited by guarantee, governed by its Articles
of Association, and has no share capital. It is registered as a charity with the Charity Commission and its registered
number is 517325.
The principal objects of the Museum are to advance the education of the public in the history of mining in England by the
provision and maintenance of a museum both underground and on the surface at the former Caphouse Colliery, for the
demonstration of past and contemporary mining methods and the exhibition of machinery and other items connected
with mining and industrial archaeology.
This means we collect, preserve, display and interpret whatever relates to the coal industry in England and to enable others
to gain an insight into the mining industry and the life of mining communities. In short, we keep the stories of coal mining
alive.
b. Register of people with significant control
The Museum knows or has reasonable cause to believe that there is no registrable person or registrable relevant legal
entity in relation to the company.
c. Method of appointment or election of Trustees
Eight Trustees are currently in post, their recruitment has been through a proper process of skills audit, and appropriate
open competition for places. Formal induction and on-going training of Trustees is now in place. The Board is
supported by the following formally constituted Committees, Terms of Reference for which were agreed at the April 2017
meeting of the Board of Trustees:
Finance and Audit Committee The Finance and Audit Committee consists of at least three Trustees, nominated for the
full term of their office by the Board of Trustees. The Committee is charged with advising the Board on its financial
ng
within the financial requirements and guidelines set out i
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Remuneration and Nominations Committee - The Remuneration and Nominations Committee consists of at least three
Trustees (currently four), who shall normally be the Chair, and two Trustees nominated for the full term of their office by
the Board of Trustees. The Committee considers the following items and make recommendations accordingly to the
Board of Trustees; new and revised HR policies; creation of new posts; major changes to the staffing structure; appeals for
regrading; remuneration policy; appeals against disciplinary proceedings.
The Remuneration and Nominations
Committee shall also lead the process for board appointments and make recommendations to the Board.
In addition, to comply with Mines Regulations 2014, the Board of the Mine Operator has been established to carry out the
general duties of the mine operator, as defined by Regulation 7 of the Regulations. Regulation 7 is the underpinning
requirement of these Regulations. It is intended to secure a co-ordinated, proactive approach to the management of
health and safety, which ensures that risks are properly controlled.
d. Policies adopted for the induction and training of Trustees
The Museum has and follows an approved policy for the induction and training of Trustees.
e. Pay policy for senior staff
sector and was reviewed during the 2018/19 restructure process. Rates of pay are overseen by the Remuneration and
Nominations Committee on behalf of the Board of Trustees.
f. Organisational structure and decision making
Day-to-day management of the Museum is delegated by the Trustees to the Museum Director (Jenny Layfield). The
Museum Director has been supported by the Senior Leadership Team comprised of Director of Finance, Planning and
Performance (Julie Elliott) and Mine Director/Engagement (Shaun McLoughlin). The Museum employs the qualified
mining staff required to conform with the Mines Regulations 2014.
The Museum has established a scheme of delegation to support appropriate decision-making from the Board of Trustees,
through formal Committees to individual budget holders. Detailed financial procedures are reviewed on an annual basis.
g. Related party relationships
The Museum is the sole shareholder of National Coal Mining Museum Trading Limited, whose principal activities are the
retailing of gifts, souvenirs and educational items associated with the mining industry, and the provision of catering and
conference facilities.
The Museum received grant-in-aid funding from the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport through the Science
Museum Group.
The Museum is a member of three marketing consortia: Yorkshire Attractions, Experience Wakefield and Welcome to
Yorkshire.
The Museum is a member of the European Route of Industrial Heritage and Wakefield Music Hub Partner Network.
There is an agreement in place between the Museum and the Coal Authority in relation to the pumping and treatment of
water at the Museum.
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h. Risk Management
The Trustees operate and maintain a risk register which is examined at each quarterly meeting of the Finance & Audit
the Mine Operator and kept under review as part of their regular meetings.
All significant activities undertaken by the Museum are subject to risk assessment. In 2020-21 the Museum developed
its Covid Secure risk assessment and received positive feedback on this as part of a HSE review in October 2020. The HSE
continue to play an active part in assisting us to mitigate our risks with a particular focus on our underground experience.
The Trustees have assessed the major risks to which the Museum is exposed, the predominant risk remains that related to
the pandemic namely the ability of the Museum to maintain and operate a Covid Secure environment and the unknown
implications for visitor numbers and resultant commercial spend linked to the aftereffects of the pandemic. The Museum
maintains a close relationship with the Science Museum Group to understand the impact of the economic climate on
funding streams and at the same time will continue to seek ways to increase self-generated income.
There is a risk of damage or loss to nationally important historically valuable assets due to the maintenance of buildings
and storage of collections. The Museum commissions a quinquennial inspection of buildings which forms the basis for
planned maintenance activities and has been the focus of the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport funded
capital works. Compliance is maintained with required standards for accreditation.
The full Collections Review will
provide the Museum with an up to date picture of its collections and will lead to a focussed plan of fundraising and
conservation over the next plan period.
An area of risk that will become of increasing concern for the Museum will be in relation to the long-term continuation of
the Mine. This year has flagged an increasing concern around reductions in the supply and increasing costs of technical
skills and equipment within the Mining Sector. The Museum remains in close communication with the relevant bodies
in order to understand the extent of the problems and work with partners, including the HSE, to understand the potential
solutions.
Funds held as custodian
The National Coal Mining Museum for England Trust Limited is the custodian trustee of the British Coal Collection
comprised in a deed of gift dated 30 June 1989 and a supplementary deed dated 21 December 1990. There are
approximately 5,000 items within the collection situated in various stores around the Museum site.
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Trustees Responsibilities Statements
The Trustees (who are also directors of The National Coal Mining Museum for England Trust Ltd for the purposes of
company law) are responsible for preparing the Trustees' Report (including the Strategic Report) and the Financial
Statements in accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice).
Company law requires the Trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year. Under company law the
Trustees must not approve the Financial Statements unless they are satisfied that they give a true and fair view of the state
of affairs of the charitable company and its subsidiary and of the incoming resources and application of resources, including
the income and expenditure, of the charitable company's auditor for that period. In preparing these financial statements,
the Trustees are required to:
select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
observe the methods and principles in the Charities SORP 2019 (FRS102);
make judgments and accounting estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
state whether applicable UK Accounting Standards have been followed, subject to any material departures
disclosed and explained in the Financial Statements;
prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the Group
will continue in operation.
The Trustees are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time
the financial position of the Group and the Museum and enable them to ensure that the financial statements comply with
the Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charitable company and its
subsidiary and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
The Trustees are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and financial information included on the
Museum's website. Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination of Financial
Statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.
Disclosure of information to auditor
In so far as the Trustees are aware:
there is no relevant audit information of which the charitable company's auditor is unaware, and
the Trustee have taken all the steps that they ought to have taken to make themselves aware of any relevant
audit information and to establish that the charitable company's auditor is aware of that information.
This report was approved by the Trustees, on 10 September 2021 and signed on their behalf by:

Cllr Denise Jeffery, Trustee
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